Mushroom Medley Cards
By Kimber McGray for Jillibean Soup

Jillibean Soup Products
Mushroom Medley (Chanterelles, Girolles, Trompettes de Mort, Shiitake, Oysters, Morels, Bite Sized Bits)
Mushroom Medley Pea Pod Parts
Adhesive Sequins (Orange Tangerine and Green Apple)
Mini Alphas (Teal)

Other Supplies Needed
Scissors
Adhesive
Foam Adhesive Squares
White Card Bases (4.25”x5.5” card size) - 6
Stapler
Hole Punch
Natural Twine

Instructions

Card 1 - You Stole My Heart:
1. Start with a 4.25”x5.5” white card base.
2. Cut a 4”x5.25” piece of Trompettes de Mort pattern paper. Adhere to the front of the card base with foam adhesive squares, centered.
3. Cut a 3.5”x4.25” piece of Chanterelles pattern paper. With a hole punch, punch half a circle 0.5” from the upper right and left corners. Wrap a 24” piece of twine around the paper and tie into a bow. Adhere the paper panel to the front of the card with foam adhesive squares, centered.
4. Cut the ‘You Stole My Heart’ panel from the Bite Sized Bits pattern paper piece. Adhere to the front of the card with foam adhesive squares.
5. Cut out the fox from the Bite Sized Bits pattern paper panel. Adhere to the front of the card with foam adhesive squares so he is above the stump.
6. Finish the card with orange Adhesive Sequins.
Card 2 – This Is The Good Life:
1. Start with a 4.25"x5.5" white card base.
2. Cut a 4.25"x4.25" piece of Girolles pattern paper. Adhere to the top edge of the card base.
3. Cut a 4.25"x0.5" strip of both Chanterelles and Morels pattern paper. Trim so the top edge of each is at a slight angle. Layer the papers on the front of the card just below the main pattern paper panel.
4. Wrap a 24" piece of natural twine around the front of the card and tie into a bow.
5. Cut the 'This is the good Life’ panel from the Bite Sized Bits pattern paper. Adhere to the front of the card with foam adhesive.
6. Add the Teal mini alphas to spell Enjoy :) just below the pattern paper sentiment.
7. Finish the card with Orange Adhesive Sequins.

Card 3 – Let’s Go On An Adventure
1. Start with a 4.25"x5.5" white card base.
2. Cut a 4"x5.25" piece of Oysters pattern paper. Adhere to the front of the card with foam adhesive squares, centered.
3. Cut a 4"x4.25" piece of Oysters pattern paper. Cut the paper in half at an angle from the upper right corner to the lower left corner. Adhere to the front of the card.
4. Cut the ‘Let’s Go on an Adventure’ panel from the Bite Sized Bits. Adhere to the front of the card with foam adhesive squares.
5. Finish the card by adding the heart, cloud and mushroom Pea Pod Parts die-cuts and Green Adhesive Sequins.
Card 4 – Miss You
1. Start with a 4.25”x5.5” white card base.
2. Cut a 4”x5.25” piece of Shiitake pattern paper. Cut a 4”x2.5” piece of Morels pattern paper. Adhere to the bottom half of the larger pattern paper panel. Wrap a 24” piece of twine around the pattern paper panel. Tie into a bow. Adhere to the panel front of the card with foam squares, centered.
3. Add Pea Pod Parts to the front of the card with foam adhesive squares to create a scene.
4. Finish the card by adding Green Adhesive Sequins.

Card 5 – Adventure
1. Start with a 4.25”x5.5” white card base.
2. Cut a 2.25”x5.25” and a 1”x5.25” piece of Chanterelles pattern paper. Adhere the pattern paper strips to the front of the with foam adhesive squares, as shown.
3. Add the Pea Pod Parts feathers to the opening between the pattern paper with foam adhesive squares.
4. Finish the card by adding Orange Adhesive Sequins and a Pea Pod Part sentiment ‘Adventure’.

Card 6 – You Are Awesome
1. Start with a 4.25”x5.5” white card base.
2. Cut a 4”x5.25” piece of Trompettes de Mort pattern paper. Adhere to the front of the card, centered.
3. Cut a 4”x1.5” piece of Trompettes de Mort pattern paper. Adhere to the bottom edge of the larger pattern paper panel.
4. Wrap a 24” piece of natural twine around the front of the card and tie into a bow. Secure in place with some mini staples.
5. Add the Pea Pod Parts die-cuts to create the image using foam adhesive squares.
6. Finish the card by adding part of the sentiment with Teal Mini Alphas ‘You Are’ above the Pea Pod Part die-cut ‘Awesome’.

For more great ideas and inspiration, please visit us at jillibeansoup.com